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•  Background: original case-crossover study 

•  Key results of case-crossover study 

• Approach to delving deeper into streetcar 
track injuries 

•  Factors associated with streetcar track 
injuries among 276 injured Toronto cyclists 

•  Could wider wheeled bikes prevent track 
injuries? visit to retailers 

• Media interviews 



Why infrastructure? 



differences in cycling injury rates  
Europe v. North America 

[data sources: International - Pucher & Buehler Transport Reviews 2008;28:495-528 
BC - Motor Vehicle Branch, 2005 to 2007, TransLink’s 2008 Trip Diary Survey, Census 2006] 
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Source:	NIOSH	
h3ps://www.cdc.gov/niosh/topics/hierarchy/		



• Comparing locations -> are you sure 
the number of users travelling through 
these locations is comparable? 

• Comparing injured to non-injured 
individuals -> are you sure any risk 
differences can be attributed to route 
design? 

Challenges to studying route 
infrastructure 

http://www.toronto.ca/transportation/publications/brochures/2010_ped.pdf 



Bicyclists’Injuries & the Cycling Environment 
BICE 

•  Utilitarian cycling 
•  Infrastructural characteristics 
•  Case-crossover design 



Participating cities 

Toronto 
•  3 participating hospitals 

•  2.5 million people 

•  snow in winter, heat in summer 

•  mostly flat 

•  11 km of bike lanes & paths per 100,000 
population 

•  1.7% of trips by bike 

 

Vancouver 
•  2 participating hospitals 

•  0.6 million people 

•  rain in winter, temperate summer 

•  lots of hills 

•  26 km of bike lanes & paths per 100,000 
population 

•  3.7% of trips by bike 8



Study overview 

Cyclist	to	
Emergency	
Department	

cyclist to 
emergency 
department 

interview site 
observations data analysis 



Interview to map route & choose 
control sites 



Observations of injury & control sites 

control 
site 1 

injury 
site 

control 
site 2 



Case-crossover design features 
Control sites randomly selected from injury trip: controlling for exposure to 
risk, i.e., distance ridden on each route type 

Sites observed by researchers blinded to site status  
(injury or control): preventing observation bias  

Comparisons made within a person-trip: 
controlling for personal & trip characteristics 

Comparisons cumulated over all person-trips, using conditional logistic regression 
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% of injury events             

 
Collisions 

n=497 
 

 
Falls 
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Key conclusions – overall risk analyses 
•  reduce obstacles/obstructions  

 

•  increase traffic separation/protection 

Streetcar tracks  
OR: 3.0, 95% CI: 1.8 to 5.1 

construction 
OR: 2.1, 95% CI:1.3 to 2.9  

traffic circles 

cycle tracks 
OR: 0.12, 95% CI 0.03 to  0.60 

local streets with traffic diverter 
OR 0.04, 95% CI 0.003 to 0.60  
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http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/toronto/toronto-cyclist-dies-after-wheel-gets-trapped-in-unused-streetcar-track/article4466970/ 



h3p://www1.toronto.ca/wps/portal/contentonly?
vgnextoid=7a430995bbbc1410VgnVCM10000071d60f89RCRD
&vgnextchannel=bT5970aa08c1410VgnVCM10000071d60f89R
CRD		

h3p://www.startcycling.ca/img/safety/streetcartracks.png		



http://bikingtoronto.com/blog/2016/11/photo-of-the-day-
queen-and-spadina-3/  

Bicycles and 
Streetcar Tracks in 
Toronto: Getting 
into a Better 
Groove!  
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Questions and approaches 

•  In depth analysis of 276 Toronto crashes 

• Examine participant descriptions of circumstances  

• Compare crashes involving streetcar tracks to those occurring in 
other circumstances: what distinguishes streetcar track crashes? 

• Visit bicycle shops:  
•  Could wider tires on commonly available bicycles reduce vulnerability 

to crashes? 
•  Do patrons request advice on avoiding streetcar track crashes? What 

do retailers advise? 



276 cyclists 
injured in 

Toronto 
137 others 
injured, but 
not on a 
street with 
tracks 

52 others 
injured on a 

street with 
tracks 

87 injured in 
a crash 
directly 

involving 
tracks 



Bike tires caught in rail flangeways – 85 % of track crashes 
Bike tires slipped on rails – 15 % of track crashes 

“I had been cycling on the right side of the road but I wanted to 
make a left turn and while moving to the centre of the lane my bike 
wheels got caught in the streetcar tracks.” 
 
 
“As I approached an intersection, there was a car in front of me 
turning right. To go straight, I moved around the car into the left lane 
but as I did, my front tire got stuck in the streetcar track.” 
 
 
“I had a green light so I proceeded through the light. A cyclist turned 
right onto the bike path I came from. I swerved to avoid her and my 
wheel got caught in the train track.” 

Intersections 



Bike tires caught in rail flangeways – 85 % of track crashes 
Bike tires slipped on rails – 15 % of track crashes 

“As I was cycling in the curb lane, a truck passed me, stopped and 
turned on his hazards. I went around him on the left which put me 
between the street car tracks. As I was going over the street car 
tracks my back wheel got caught.” 
 
“I was biking in the right hand lane and in front of me a woman 
opened her car door. I moved to the center lane, but as I was 
moving back to the right lane my front tire got caught in a 
streetcar track.” 
 
“There was another cyclist ahead of me. I moved into the left lane 
and passed her. When I attempted to move back into the right 
lane, my front wheel got caught in a street car track.” 

Intersections Non 
Intersections 
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/toronto/streetcar-tracks-cyclists-1.3696234 

Non- 
Intersections 



Bike tires caught in rail flangeways – 85 % of track crashes 
Bike tires slipped on rails – 15 % of track crashes 

“The roads were very wet and slick. I was travelling south, turning left. 
I was leaning into the turn. I hopped over the first streetcar rail and 
was getting ready to cross the next rail when my back tire slipped on 
the track.” 

Intersections 
Slips 



Painted bike lane 
à lower odds of track injury 

Dedicated streetcar right of way  
à no track injuries 

Track rails & flangeways at an intersection 
à left turns, very high injury odds 

No cycling infrastructure, parked cars  
à highest track injury odds of all route types 

No cycling infrastructure, no parked cars  
à lower odds of track injury 



Image	source:	h3p://www.bikesdirect.com/products/mercier/images/Vres_1600.jpg		

Could wider tires/wheels avoid track catches? 



Source:	NIOSH	
h3ps://www.cdc.gov/niosh/topics/hierarchy/		



Visits to bicycle shops 

•  Recruited from bicycle shops serving 
utilitarian/commuter cyclists around 
the downtown core 

•  Participating shops: Bateman’s 
Bicycle Company, Broom Wagon 
Cyclery, Curbside Cycle, The 
Cyclepath Danforth, Duke’s Cycle, 
Sweet Pete’s, and Urbane Cyclist 

•  Interviewed a retail staff member at 
each location (n=7), then took 
measurements of the tires/wheels of 
commonly sold bicycles  

Image	credit:	BlogTO	h3p://www.blogto.com/services/urbane-cyclist-college-toronto		



Retailer interviews 

•      What types of cyclists shop at this store? 
•      Do any shoppers ask about ways to avoid streetcar track 

injuries? What advice do you give? To your knowledge, does 
this store have a policy or standard recommendation for 
customers concerned about streetcar track injuries? 

•      There are hundreds of tire sizes and styles. Do you sell any 
tires (or do you know of any tires) that are less likely to get 
caught in a streetcar track groove or slip on streetcar track 
surfaces? 

•      Do you think there are any other bicycle, wheel, or tire design 
elements that could reduce the risk of streetcar track injuries? 



Retailer responses 

•  Commuter cyclists main customers, buying commuter, hybrid, comfort 
and city bikes 

• All personnel reported some customers asking about handling 
streetcar tracks 

• All indicated advice on track angle (minimum 45°, ideally 90°) 
•  Some reported selling wider tires to those concerned with tracks, 

many reluctant to advise this: 
•  Consider wide tires slower and less efficient  
•  Only extreme (fat bike tires) thought wide enough 
•  Wide tires could get stuck 
•  Still risk slipping 

• Other advice: two-stage lefts, plan route to avoid, tacky rubber 



50 % narrow enough to be 
caught in narrowest girder rail 
flangeways  
 

 34.5 to 37.5 mm 

Only 8 % wider than widest t-rail 
flangeway 
 
 

                  38 to 50 mm 

Toronto bike 
share tire 

width  
49.5 mm 

Wheel measurement results 



Preventing streetcar track injuries 
• Training on angle of approach? 

•  Inexperience, younger age, gender significant in our comparison of 
track injuries to non-track injuries 

•  BUT! Those injured on tracks not all that inexperienced (average 123 
cycling trips/year) and reported having to make sudden maneuvers to 
avoid other road users 

• Bicycle tires: most tires on popular bicycles narrow enough to 
be caught in any flangeway. Wider commuter bicycle tires could 
prevent some “catches?” 

•  Infrastructure: remove car parking, increase separation, 
implement solutions at intersections 



Media Interview 
Experiences 
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For more… 

• Our published article in BMC Public Health is open access: 
https://bmcpublichealth.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/
s12889-016-3242-3  

• The Cycling in Cities study website has many resources and 
articles: http://cyclingincities.spph.ubc.ca/  

• Email me: anne.harris@ryerson.ca  
• Thank you! 


